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Abstract: A spinal cord injury (SCI) causes changes in brain structure and brain function due to the
direct effects of nerve damage, secondary mechanisms, and long-term effects of the injury, such as
paralysis and neuropathic pain (NP). Recovery takes place over weeks to months, which is a time
frame well beyond the duration of spinal shock and is the phase in which the spinal cord remains
unstimulated below the level of injury and is associated with adaptations occurring throughout the
nervous system, often referred to as neuronal plasticity. Such changes occur at different anatomical
sites and also at different physiological and molecular biological levels. This review aims to investigate
brain plasticity in patients with SCIs and its influence on the rehabilitation process. Studies were
identified from an online search of the PubMed, Web of Science, and Scopus databases. Studies
published between 2013 and 2023 were selected. This review has been registered on OSF under (n)
9QP45. We found that neuroplasticity can affect the sensory-motor network, and different protocols
or rehabilitation interventions can activate this process in different ways. Exercise rehabilitation
training in humans with SCIs can elicit white matter plasticity in the form of increased myelin water
content. This review has demonstrated that SCI patients may experience plastic changes either
spontaneously or as a result of specific neurorehabilitation training, which may lead to positive
outcomes in functional recovery. Clinical and experimental evidence convincingly displays that
plasticity occurs in the adult CNS through a variety of events following traumatic or non-traumatic
SCI. Furthermore, efficacy-based, pharmacological, and genetic approaches, alone or in combination,
are increasingly effective in promoting plasticity.

Keywords: spinal cord injury; brain plasticity; neurorehabilitation

1. Introduction

The changes in brain structure and function caused by SCIs are a result of the direct ef-
fects, secondary mechanisms, and long-term consequences. These effects include paralysis
and NP [1]. According to the World Health Organization, every year on average, between
250,000 and 500,000 people suffer from SCIs [2]. The consequence of this medical ailment is
immediate and severe on motor control and many important physiological functions. In
the last century, there has been a shift towards a better understanding of the mechanisms
of injury in the clinical treatment of SCI. Functional improvement and reduced morbidity
have been observed in patients with SCIs, resulting from surgical intervention, supportive
care, and rehabilitation. Many disabilities are permanent due to the limited capacity of
the central nervous system (CNS) to repair itself after injury. Half of those affected remain
paralyzed, suffer permanent disability, and have a life expectancy of several decades [3,4].
The recovery of motor, sensory, and autonomic functions after SCIs in both humans and
animals is either a spontaneous or delayed response to the severity of the injury. At the
same time, potentially harmful and painful experiences may take place [5]. A summary of
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the mechanisms behind these different functional changes is given by the term plasticity.
Although it may take weeks or months, the recovery time is considerably longer than the
spinal shock phase [6]. The nervous system’s adaptations are often associated with neuro-
plasticity, a stage in which the spinal cord remains unaltered below the injury point [7–11].
These changes take place at varying locations in anatomical contexts and at various physi-
ological and molecular biological levels. The sensorimotor cortex, brainstem, and spinal
cord in humans and animals have been found to exhibit plasticity after SCIs [12–21]. Also,
above and below the level of injury in the spinal cord, network reorganization has been
detected [9,16,22–28]. Plasticity can be influenced by a variety of mechanisms, including
the growth of new axial branches [16,28–30], synaptic remodeling [31,32], and changes
in neuronal characteristics such as sustained inward currents [33]. For example, most
studies on axon regeneration have investigated the plasticity of motor fibers, particularly
the unilateral corticospinal tract (CST), which regulates fine motor movements [34] usually
by monitoring anterograde motor pathways using adeno-associated viruses or injections of
biotinylated dextranamine. After an incomplete SCI, CST fibers can either regenerate or
sprout or at least reorganize and recover functional motor circuits alongside neurons in
the spinal cord [35]. The control of movement is not limited to these CST fibers but also
extends through various other pathways such as the rubrospinal, tectospinal, and even the
reticulospinal tracts (RSTs) [36]. One of the most intriguing pathways to control automatic
rhythmic movements, including locomotion, is RSTs, which is also of significant interest
due to its use in the projection of a central pattern generator. RSTs neurons are mainly
glutamatergic and play different or opposite roles during movement and are composed of
several cells. They are composed of subpopulations [37], and few studies have examined
RSTs’ plasticity. However, RSTs have been shown to sprout below the lesion site after an
incomplete SCI [38]. Other studies have instead shown that RSTs can spontaneously sprout
in the spinal or caudal to the spinal lesion [38]. Injured and uninjured corticospinal axons
showed sprouting in the days and weeks after injury, both locally and globally. Corti-
cospinal sprouting and synaptic connections with cervical propriospinalneurons, which
projected to adjacent or distal spinal segments, were established after the thoracic spinal
cord’s dorsal CST lesion [39]. Also, the fast cortical organization that follows minor lesions
is believed to be based on a closely linked network of various subregions of the primary
motor cortex (M1). The horizontal pathways are not evenly spaced within the M1, with
some subregions being densely populated and others lacking [40,41]. The connections
among the cortical, subcortical, and spinal motor systems suggest that plasticity occurring
at one level may influence changes occurring at other levels. This has been demonstrated
by changes in motor maps in the M1 following a SCI. Animal models of SCIs have been
found to exhibit spontaneous circuit reorganization, which has led to the development of
useful repair strategies. During the process of incomplete injury, intraspinal projection
neurons generate new “detour circuits” that transmit information onto the spinal cord from
above to below the injury [42,43]. The corticospinal and reticulospinal neurons, which are
connected to areas beneath the lesion, are proliferated by intrasolar relay neurons [18,24].
Following SCIs in animal models, there was a marked degree of restructuring in all the
residual descending system spinal cords (axons) [44–46]. Non-human primates have a
distinct set of corticospinal axillary cells that function as collateral axels, and they descend
into the contralateral white matter after undergoing lateral hemisectioning [47,48]. These
findings are similar to those of the reticulospinal, rubrospinal, and serotonergic descending
systems [18,49,50]. According to some animal models motor recovery is linked to the
corticospinal and reticulospinal tracts [51–53]. Motor cortical output is reassigned to spinal
circuits via the plasticity found in the spinal cord. The motor cortex gains a crucial role
in movement following injury through this remarkable reorganization. The mediating of
recovery is also facilitated by intraspinal projection circuits [44,54,55]. The spinal cord’s
intricate web of ascension and decomposition can serve as an ideal target for SCI repair [56].
Also, in non-human primates, intraspinal relay circuits can facilitate spontaneous fine finger
movements after the loss of direct corticospinal tract input to cervical motor centers [57].
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Taken together, these observations suggest either promoting the spontaneous formation
of relay circuits after an incomplete SCI or allowing axonal regrowth across anatomically
complete SCI lesions, even over short distances. SCIs disrupts spinal circuits, but they still
receive and interpret sensory information. Intact sensory afferents below lesions control
motor behaviors and steer beneficial and detrimental changes. Proprioceptive organ inputs
guide the reorganization of supraspinal and intraspinal projection neurons, restoring loco-
motion after SCI. The absence of functional proprioceptive circuits in mice with SCIs results
in defects in the relocation of the descending projection circuit, which renders recovery
impossible. Sensory afferents are abnormally sprouted to available synaptic targets when
the depletion of synapses from descending pathways occurs [58,59]. The absence of signals
controlling homeostatic plasticity often leads to a decrease in neuronal function below
a SCI, as evidenced by animal models of SCIs [58]. Moreover, midbrain neurons in rats
that are exposed to reduced oxygen levels (intermittent hypoxia) experience an increase in
serotonergic raphe neurotransmitters activated by this transient exposure. This triggers
the activation of brain-derived neurotrophin-mediated pathways. Together, they produce
serotonin and induce the dependent plasticity of spinal processes [60]. The improvement
of gait in people with incomplete paraplegia has been demonstrated by clinical trials that
combine rehabilitation with repeated intermittent hypoxia [61]. In various animal models,
cell grafts that repopulate non-neural cores with growth-supportive neuroglia, such as
Schwann cells [62,63] or astroglia [64,65], facilitate the growth of host axons across non-
neural lesion cores and improve the functionality of residual fibers [66]. A clinical trial was
conducted to evaluate the safety and effectiveness of autologous Schwann cell transplan-
tation for SCIs [67]. To facilitate the development of relay circuits, a different intraspinal
source of neurons can be transplanted as an alternative method. Neural precursor cell
grafts that are formed caudally, in the presence of growth factors and supporting substrates,
not only survive in a harsh non-neoplastic environment but also regenerate the center of
their lesion. They develop into a cluster of neurons and glial cells that transmit transient
axial projections and host tissues in rostral and rodent lesions [68]. Myelin can promote
axon growth in transplanted cells by activating their cell adhesion molecule nerve growth
regulator 1 (NEGR1), which is one of the factors that facilitates these interactions. Also,
transplanted neurons release various growth factors that draw in a significant number of
synaptic impulses from all surrounding systems to stimulate the robust regeneration of
refractory corticospinal tracts [69]. Neutral relay circuits are formed through the forma-
tion of neural precursor grafts, which restore partial communication across anatomically
intact SCIs [70]. After traumatic or non-traumatic SCIs, the careful investigation of the
level and extent of lesions and secondary course evolution is essential for treatment plan-
ning. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), together with clinical features, has become the
gold standard to guide optimal treatment after SCIs [71]. MRIs clearly show the often-
devastating morphologic sequelae of typical spinal cord lesions. This instrument may be
very useful to see the changes in brain plasticity in action over time, thanks to a large
variety of MRI techniques [72]. Quantitative MRI studies have revealed that traumatic
SCI leads to a series of secondary neurodegenerative disorders, including demyelination
and iron deposition in the brain [73], as compared to standard scans [74]. It is currently
believed that the development of NP is linked to fluctuations in macrostructural changes
observed in both the brain and medulla. The preservation of macrostructural tissue (ventral
tissue bridge) and the growth and maintenance of NP after SCIs may be connected [75].
Plasticity activity is a key factor in altering the structure of myelin, according to recent
research. Kyathanahally et al, through multiparametric mapping and quantitative MRIs
of SCIs, found that the myelin-sensitive and iron-sensitivity differences associated with
NPs along the nociceptive pathway were lower and higher [76]. In humans, there has
been evidence of NP-related modifications in the periaqueductal gray (PAG) ultrastructure,
which suggests that these modifications are important for NP after SCIs. Combined with
microstructural changes in the injured spinal cord, these results are consistent with the
concept of dysfunction of the bulbospinal loop, which is a critical circuit in the descending
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pain modulation system [77]. Along with trauma-related changes, the volumes of the cervi-
cal spinal cord, thalamus, and primary somatosensory cortex increase and decrease after
SCIs. The pathophysiology of this process involves chronic ectopic electrical activity in the
spinothalamic tract’s remaining axons [78], an increase in sodium channel upregulation in
nociceptive neurons [79], and increased proinflammatory cytokines [80]. Further evidence
of the impairment of descending pain modulation systems suggests that other important
components of this network, namely circuits in the anterior cingulate cortex (increased
iron accumulation) and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (decreased myelin content), can be
obtained from changes in the microstructure [81]. MRI studies using animal models, from
a rehabilitation perspective, have shown that primates (monkeys and humans) can achieve
significantly better locomotor recovery than rodents after unilateral SCIs through a different
circuit. Structural reorganization, such as synaptic remodeling, axonal dendritic growth,
and circuit reorganization in the supralesional and sublesional spinal cord, can restore
function after an injury [82–84].To understand the effects of brain plasticity after SCIs from
a functional point of view, scales such as the Functional Index Measure [85] and more recent
and diagnosis-specific measures such as the Spinal Cord Independence Measure, which fit
well with the overall assessment of patient functionality, can be used [86,87]. Additionally,
various analyses on different potentials have been developed to investigate how different
types of neural signals are transmitted through the same pathway (including motor control)
in SCIs. By using test methods, it is possible to measure the accuracy and completeness of
signal transmission and signal processing at all SCI levels. Most of these tests are based on
electrophysiological data that directly measure the neurophysiology of the human spine.
Motor evoked potentials (MEP), transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), somatosensory
evoked potentials, contact thermal evoked potentials, quantitative sensory tests, and laser
evoked potential all characterize the ability of signals to travel up and down the spinal
cord [88–95]. A summary and brief description of the evoked potentials and tests are shown
in Table 1.

Table 1. A summary of evoked potentials and tests.

Evoked Potentials and Tests Description

Motor Evoked Potential (MEP)

MEPs are signals originating from descending motor pathways or muscles,
which are recorded after the stimulation of motor paths in the brain. MEPs
triggered by transcranial magnetic stimulation of the human motor cortex

provide information about corticospinal excitability during stimulation [88].

Somatosensory Evoked Potential (SEP)

SEPs are electrical signals that provide somatosensory information and are
transmitted through two major pathways within the spinal cord: the spinal

lemniscus system and the spinothalamic system. SEP monitors only the dorsal
lemniscal system, which transmits mechanoreception and proprioception. The

recording of SEPs typically begins at the upper or lower extremity nerves,
which are then picked up by the surgeon upon completion of surgery. Different
parts of the sensory pathway receive electrical energy from electrodes. Sensory

pathways are characterized by the transmission of evoked potentials from
electrodes to the cortex, where waveforms are recorded [89].

Contact Heat Evoked Potential (CHEP)

To induce a brain EEG response, this neuroelectrophysiological technique
involves applying neo-conscious tissue onto skin surfaces through rapid

temperature changes (70 ◦C/s) via a fiber transmission. By examining the
cortical responses, which include N2 latency, P2 latency, and N2-P2 amplitude,
it is possible to determine the function of peripheral small nerve fibers [90,91].

Quantitative Sensory Testing (QST)

The use of this testing method involves a systematic approach to
psychophysical testing that measures sensory thresholds such as pain, touch,
vibration, and temperature. It measures personal sensation based on direct
feedback from patients. It tests sensory loss (hypoesthesia, hypoesthesia)

sensory gain (hyperalgesia, hyperalgesia, allodynia) nociception, and
nociception of different afferent nerve fibers and central pathways [92–94].
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Table 1. Cont.

Evoked Potentials and Tests Description

Laser Evoked Potential (LEP)

LEP is a result of the brain’s response to laser-radiated heat pulses, which also
trigger Aδ nociceptors. It is the most commonly used approach to investigate
the function of nociceptive pathways in NP patients. Aδ and C nociceptors are
activated by laser-generated radiant heat pulses, which generate “late” brain

potential that is dependent on the activation of adjacent Aδ fibers [95].

Legend: Motor Evoked Potential (MEP), Somatosensory Evoked Potential (SEP), Contact Heat Evoked Potential
(CHEP), Quantitative Sensory Testing (QST), Laser Evoked Potential (LEP).

The recovery of motor skills requires brain plasticity, which is a crucial aspect of
neurorehabilitation for SCIs, regardless of the severity and duration of harm [96]. Neuro-
plasticity and neural repair are now being used to restore functional motor skills, rather
than solely focusing on compensating for SCIs. This is the focus of modern neurorehabil-
itation. In this context, after an incomplete SCI, the CNS can regain motor function via
functional training on a treadmill combined with partial body weight support [97,98]. After
over a century of studying how motor control is accomplished, it has been established that
the lumbosacral spinal cord contains the essential neural circuits responsible for efficient
stepping patterns in mammals. [99,100]. These spinal motor circuits appear to play an
important role in the ability to step in animal models and humans with SCIs. When the
spinal neural circuits are activated below the lesion level, it is believed that proper afferent
input is necessary for maintaining functional recovery after SCIs [101]. In contrast, typical
motor impairments seen after SCIs, such as spastic motor impairment, result from the
unavailability of afferent input combined with secondary compensatory mechanisms [102].
The neural networks underlying the generation of motor patterns in cats [103] and hu-
mans [59,104] are surprisingly flexible after SCIs. Therefore, rehabilitation interventions
after SCIs should not focus on improving isolated clinical signs, such as muscle tone or
reflex excitability, but on exploiting the plasticity of the neural circuitry at the supraspinal
and/or spinal levels.

This scoping review aims to investigate brain plasticity in patients with SCIs and its
influence on the rehabilitation process.

2. Methods
2.1. Search Strategy

A literature search was conducted via PubMed, Web of Science, and Scopus, and
it was carried out for articles using the following search keyword terms: (All Fields:
“Spinal Cord Injury”) AND (All Fields: “Brain Plasticity”); 2013–2023 was the search time
range. We adopted the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses) flow diagram to describe the sequence of steps (identification, screening,
eligibility, and inclusion) for the collection and determination of qualified studies as shown
in Figure 1. Titles and abstracts were independently scanned and retrieved from database
searches. The suitability of the article was then assessed according to the defined inclusion
criteria. Ultimately, we selected all titles and abstracts that met the criteria for inclusion
in the full text. To prevent bias, several expert teams worked together to choose articles,
analyze data independently, and discuss any differences with each other. Disagreements be-
tween reviewers were resolved by consensus. This review has been registered on OSF under
(n) 9QP45.
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2.2. PICO Evaluation

We defined our combination of search terms using a PICO (population, intervention,
comparison, outcome) model. The population was limited to patients with moderate
to severe SCIs. The intervention included all studies, rehabilitation approaches, and
assessment tools to measure and understand brain plasticity and its influence on the
rehabilitation process. The comparison was evaluated considering the different instruments
and interventions that produced some neural plasticity effects in patients with SCIs both
before and during a psychological and motor rehabilitation process. And the results
included any improvements in the neural activity, plasticity, and functioning of these
patients during the rehabilitation process.

2.3. Inclusion Criteria

A study was included if it described or investigated the brain plasticity of a patient
with a SCI and its influence on the rehabilitation process. The review included only articles
written in English. Studies describing or investigating the functional assessment of these
patients were also included. We only included studies conducted in human populations
and published in English that met the following criteria: (i) original or protocol studies of
any type and (ii) articles that presented the brain plasticity topic in patients with SCIs and
its influence on the rehabilitation process.

2.4. Exclusion Criteria

A study was excluded if there was a lack of data or information on the description
of the brain plasticity of patients with SCIs and its influence on the rehabilitation process.
Reference lists were added as needed, but systematic reviews and integrated or narrative
ones were not included. All articles written in languages other than English were excluded.

3. Results and Discussion

In total, 3579 articles were found: 1129 articles were removed due to duplication after
screening; 5 articles were excluded because they were not published in English; 2277 articles
were excluded based on title and abstract screening; finally, 159 articles were removed
based on screening for inadequate study designs and untraceable articles (Figure 1). Nine
research articles met the inclusion criteria and were therefore included in the review. A
survey of these studies is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Summary of studies included in the research.

Author Aim Treatment Period Sample Size Outcomes Measures Main Findings Study Limitations

Versace et al.,
2017 [105]

To assess whether SCI
patients show altered

sensory-motor plasticity
within the M1.

Not Specificated.
10 Subjects with chronic

SCIs and 10
Healthy Volunteers.

PAS, TMS. SCIM.

The PAS protocol significantly
increased corticospinal excitability
within 30 min in healthy subjects
and SCI patients with good motor

recovery but not in SCI patients
with poor functional recovery.

PAS may not be beneficial in SCI
patients with poor recovery due to

difficulty in finding the right
hotspot and potential differences in
conductivity between patients and

healthy controls.

Jo et al.,
2023 [106]

The study aimed to enhance
corticospinal-motor

neuronal synapses at
multiple spinal levels

through Hebbian plasticity,
thereby promoting

functional recovery in the
legs and arms.

8 to14 weeks. 20 Participants with
chronic SCIs. ISNCSCI.

Participants with Hebbian
stimulation showed improved
walking speed, corticospinal

function, grip, gait, and quality of
life compared to sham stimulation,

with further improvements
observed after nine months.

Small sample to generalize the data.

Khan et al.,
2016 [107]

To determine the neural
plasticity of spinal reflexes
after two contrasting forms

of walking training in
individuals with chronic,
motor-incomplete SCI.

6 months 20 Participants. EMG, Electodes.

Reflex excitability, a specific
response to training, was found to

improve walking function, with
participants with lower reflex

excitability showing higher walking
speed and distance.

Participants’ biases may have
influenced the results, but they
likely did not prefer one type of

training over another, as they were
unaware of the best

exercise intervention.

Gonzalez
et al.,

2016 [108]

This study aimed to assess
the rehabilitation effects and

changes in white matter
microstructure in patients

with high SCI after bilateral
upper extremity motor

skill training.

Participants performed the
visuospatial-motor training
task in 12 sessions of 1.5 h:
2–3 times a week for a total

of 4–6 weeks.

5 Subjects and 14
Control Subjects. MMT

Exercise training enhances shoulder
and upper arm MMT scores,

isometric muscle strength, and FA
values of the left hemisphere

cingulate, indicating local white
matter microstructural changes.

No additional clinical assessment
was performed in the study. Motor

dysfunction, muscle weakness,
muscle atrophy, and cortical atrophy
were shown to progress further with

immobilization following SCIs.

Jo et al.,
2020 [109]

The aim was to enhance
functional recovery by

working on the remaining
neural networks.

10 sessions in 2–3 weeks. 25 Individuals with SCIs. GRASSP

The GRASSP and 10 m walking tests
were reduced by 20% in all
protocols, but corticospinal

responses and muscle contraction
amplitude increased by 40–50% after

PCMS with or without exercise.

The effectiveness of
neuromodulatory approaches in
enhancing exercise effects is not
fully understood due to limited
studies combining exercise with

sham neurostimulation and
stimulus intensity.

Faw et al.,
2021 [110]

To examine whether the
system promotes white

matter plasticity and
recovery in chronic

incomplete SCIs.

12 weeks (3 times/week). 20 Individuals with SCIs. MRI

This study indicates that
eccentricity-focused downhill

rehabilitation enhances white matter
plasticity and functional recovery in

chronic SCIs through
oligodendrogenesis in neuronal

regions activated by the
training approach.

Many people with SCIs were
excluded from human trials for the
following reasons: spinal hardware,
claustrophobia, and motion artifacts.
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Table 2. Cont.

Author Aim Treatment Period Sample Size Outcomes Measures Main Findings Study Limitations

Castro et al.,
2013 [111]

Look for detectable changes
in neuroplasticity

immediately after trauma.
Non Specificated. 20 Patients. Stimuli Tasks, EEG.

The study found that the SCI group
had smaller preparation and

movement potential amplitudes and
a more similar topographic

distribution of movement potentials
compared to the exercise

control group.

Not detected.

Jutzeler et al.,
2015 [112]

The study aimed to
investigate the relationship

between cortical
reorganization and NP

after SCI.

Not Specificated. 57 Subjects (26 with NP and
31 Healthy Individuals). FMR, Sensory Tasks, EI.

The results suggest that NP is not
associated with increased plasticity
in motor and sensory tasks above

the lesion level.

The study focused on the base of the
thumb using various sensory

modalities, lacking reorganization
responses and addressing

heterogeneity in the SCI sample
compared to Wrigley.

Villiger et al.,
2015 [113]

This study used
longitudinal MRI to assess
structural brain plasticity

induced by improved
training in patients with

chronic inflammatory SCI.

Between August 2010 and
March 2012. 9 Patients with iSCI. MRI, TBM.

TBM volume increases in various
brain regions, particularly in

patients with iSCIs, with significant
improvements observed in the left

middle temporal and occipital
gyrus, hippocampus, cerebellum,
corpus callosum, and brainstem.

Small sample size. The lack of an
SCI control group for training with

virtual reality means that the
changes induced by the training in
patients could have occurred not

only as part of the training but also
as part of the placebo effect.

Motor Evoked Potential (MEP), Body Machine Interface (BMI), Movement-Related Brain Potentials (MRBPs), Statistical Package for the social sciences (SPSS), Virtual Reality (VR),
Cutaneomuscular Reflex (CMR), – The right one is – Legend: Spinal Cord Injury (SCI), Primary Motor Cortex (M1), Paired Associative Stimulation (PAS), Transcranial Magnetic
Stimulation (TMS), Spinal Cord In-dependence Measure (SCIM), Fractional Anisotropy (FA), Manual Muscle Test (MMT), Graded and Redefined Assessment of Strength, Sensibility
and Prehension (GRASSP), Corticospinal-motor Neuronal Stimulation (PCMS), Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Electroencephalography (EEG), International Standards for
Neurological Classification of Spinal Cord Injury (ISNCSCI), Neuropathic Pain (NP), Functional Magnetic Resonance (FMR), Edinburgh Inventory (EI), Incomplete Spinal Cord Injury
(iSCI), Tensor-Based Morphometry (TBM), Bipolar surface electromyograms (EMG).
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The articles described in this review investigated the brain plasticity of patients with
SCIs and its influence on the rehabilitation process. The cortical sensory-motor plasticity in
patients with SCIs was analyzed in three articles [105–107]. The rehabilitation effects on
neural networks and functional recovery were described in six articles [108–113].

3.1. Cortical Sensory-Motor Plasticity in Patient with SCI

The sensory-motor network includes functional areas of the M1, cingulate cortex,
premotor cortex, and supplementary motor cortex. Neuroplasticity can affect these areas
after SCIs and during rehabilitation. In a study, paired-associate stimulation (PAS) and TMS
were used in combination to achieve remarkably high corticospinal excitability in healthy
volunteers and SCI patients, with motor recovery lasting up to 30 min. Despite having
slightly higher resting motor thresholds in both groups of SCI patients, no significant
differences were observed. The MEP amplitude of SCI patients with poor functional
recovery showed no significant increase [105]. In a randomized trial of 20 participants, it
was demonstrated that Hebbian stimulation can produce greater improvements in walking
speed and corticospinal function than sham stimulation. As a result, prospective study
participants showed improvements in grip and gait, corticospinal function, and quality of
life measures, with further improvements noted with each successive session that continued
for nine months after treatment. After 40 sessions, there was a positive correlation between
MEP changes in each muscle and baseline MEP size. The results showed that patients
with larger MEPs at baseline had broader residual cortical movements, and MEP size
increased to varying degrees [106]. Another randomized controlled trial showed that the
form of gait training had different effects on the cutaneomuscular reflex. Walking with
endurance training (not precision training) resulted in increased inhibition of the soleus
muscle’s reflexes. None of the training systematically changed clonus. Even so, clonus was
strongly associated with the ability to walk, and improved gait corresponded to a lower
clonus. A weaker association between improved gait and increased cutaneous muscle
reflex inhibition was observed in individuals who underwent endurance training. The
results indicate that certain types of gait training decrease reflex excitability, and some
aspects of reduced reflex compatibility are associated with better gaits [107].

3.2. Rehabilitation, Neural Network, and Functional Recovery in SCI

Providing rehabilitation and protocol interventions for such patients can contribute to
positive neuroplasticity. A study involved the performance of C5 to C6 severely injured
subjects in 12 visuospatial-motor training tasks (2–3 sessions per week). Subjects used
a body-machine interface with a non-invasive inertial measurement unit to manipulate
a 2D cursor while simultaneously moving both shoulders. The subjects’ upper body
capacities were assessed before the start of training, during training, and one day after
the end of training. MRI data were obtained before the start of training and within 2 days
after the end of training. The results showed that these patients learned to control the
body-machine interface using injury-free upper-body movements and that the practice
improved their performance. Those trained in exercise demonstrated improved scores on
manual muscle strength tests and showed increased isometric muscular strength measured
in their shoulders and upper arms. Also, exercise-induced elevation of the value of the
zonal anisotropy fraction in the left hemisphere by an average of 6.02% was observed.
The modulation of axon diameter, myelin thickness, or correspondingly, the number of
these atoms in local white matter indicated microstructural changes [108]. In a randomized
controlled trial, 25 patients with chronic incomplete SCIs in the cervical, thoracic, or lumbar
regions were randomly assigned to 10 sessions of combined corticospinal-motor neuronal
stimulation (PCMS) and exercise or sham PCMS. Moreover, 180 pairs of stimuli were
applied to the motor corticospinal volley evoked by TMS over the M1 and were timed to
reach corticospinal-motor neuron synapses in the upper or lower limb muscles (depending
on the level of injury) 1 to 2 ms before repetitive nerve potential excitation in neurons.
Participants exercised for 45 min after the completion of all protocols. The study revealed
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that the duration required to finish all protocols of grading and redefined muscle strength,
sensory and grip assessment subcomponents, and a 10 m walk test was reduced by an
average of 20% per protocol. Despite the presence of PCMS and training, the amplitude of
TMS evoked corticospinal responses and the magnitude of maximal voluntary contraction
of target muscles were significantly increased by 40–50%. The behavioral and physiological
effects of the PCMS training were maintained for 6 months, while those of the sham PCMS
training did not show any changes after intervention. This suggests that stimulation may
have played supplementary roles in maintaining the training effects [109]. Another paper
displayed the relationship between white matter plasticity in training-induced sensory-
motor recovery in preclinical and clinical SCIs. In addition, white matter plasticity in the
form of oligodendrogenesis (mice) and increased myelin water fraction (humans) occurred
in response to chronic rehabilitation, suggesting that regarding spontaneous recovery
after SCIs, neurorehabilitation, or motor rehabilitation on a flat treadmill, motor control
is not learned [110]. In another study, nine long-suffering spinal cord-paralyzed patients
(6–24 years post-injury, age range 27–44 years) recorded movement-related brain potentials
while trying to move their paralyzed toes. Their data were compared with spinal cord-intact
participants of the same age and gender (10 were only prepared for the movement, the
other 10 performed the movement). The SCI group had lower amplitudes of preparatory
and motor potentials than the control group, according to the results. Moreover, the SCI
group and the non-motor control group had similar topographic distributions of motor
potentials and readiness potential in comparison [111]. Another clinical comparative
study included 24 patients with complete and incomplete sensorimotor paralysis and
tetraplegia (12 with NP and 13 without pain) and 31 healthy subjects. Functional MRIs
were used to assess activation in the primary somatosensory and motor cortex during motor
(active and passive wrist extension) and sensory (warm-up and brushing) tasks using the
dorsal hand. Compared to healthy controls, task-related activation (i.e., motor or sensory)
did not differ at the group level. However, based on Euclidean distance measurements,
SCI patients showed a lateral shift in peak activity in the primary sensory and motor
cortex (p < 0.05). In patients with neuropathic pain, the intensity of chronic pain was
inversely proportional to the magnitude of the shift in the M1 during wrist extension
activity. This finding suggests that NP is not associated with increased plasticity in motor
and sensory tasks above the lesion level [112]. Finally, a longitudinal study analyzed
brain volume changes following intensive lower limb training using virtual reality with
tensor-based morphometry in nine patients with traumatic incomplete SCIs. MRI data were
acquired over a four-week training period (16–20 training sessions) before and after. Before
training, voxel-based morphometry and voxel-based cortical thickness measurements
were used to assess baseline morphological differences in nine SCI patients compared to
14 healthy controls. Intensive virtual reality-based training for limb control significantly
improved patients’ balance, walking speed, gait, and muscle strength. Sustained clinical
improvement was confirmed at a follow-up of 3–4 months. Voxel-based morphometry of
patients compared to controls showed a reduction in white matter volume in the brainstem
and cerebellum, and voxel-based cortical thickness showed cortical thinning in the M1.
Tensor-based morphometry indicated that the volume of the cerebellum and left middle
temporal lobe increased significantly over time. Incomplete SCIs resulted in heightened
volumes of the left middle temporal gyrus, occipital gyrus, left temporal pole, cuneiform
gyrus, hippocampi, cerebellum, corpus callosum, and brainstem. SCI patients underwent
structural plasticity at the cortical and brainstem levels through virtual reality-augmented
training, as demonstrated in this study [113].

3.3. Discussion

Our review aimed to analyze the brain plasticity in patients with SCIs and its influence
on the rehabilitation process. The studies included in this review have demonstrated
that neuroplasticity can affect the sensory-motor network (M1, cingulate cortex, premotor
cortex, and supplementary motor cortex) and that different protocols and rehabilitation
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interventions can activate this process in different ways. PAS and TMS significantly increase
corticospinal excitability in patients with SCI who show good motor recovery. In addition,
Hebbian stimulation leads to further improvements in walking speed and corticospinal
function, and larger MEP size reflects residual corticospinal connectivity. Walking and
forms of endurance training may also have a positive effect on cutaneous muscle reflexes,
including increased reflex inhibition of the soleus muscle during walking and decreased
clonus due to reduced reflex excitability [105–107]. Furthermore, in patients with SCI,
visuospatial motor training has been found to induce changes in local white matter mi-
crostructure, such as axon diameter, myelin thickness, and axon number, and increase
muscle strength. Instead, PMCS can increase the maximal voluntary contraction magni-
tude of target muscles, and behavioral and physiological effects persist after 6 months.
Exercise rehabilitation training in humans with SCIs can elicit white matter plasticity in
the form of increased myelin water content and oligodendrogenesis in mice [108–110].
SCI patients may have low brain potentials (when attempting to move a paralyzed toe)
and the topographic distribution of motor potentials is similar to that of non-motorized
individuals. In addition, this clinical population may show lateral shifts in peak activity
in the primary motor and sensory cortices during motor and sensory tasks, suggesting
that NP is not associated with increased plasticity in these specific tasks. Finally, inten-
sive virtual reality training for limb control can significantly improve patients’ balance,
walking speed, gait, muscle strength, and left middle temporal lobe and cerebellar vol-
umes [111–113]. According to the scientific literature, corticospinal plasticity is believed
to mediate functional recovery after SCIs and may facilitate the reorganization of the cor-
tex. During motor learning, there is an increase in the plasticity of the motor maps and
a greater proportion of cortical areas that are allocated to the learned task. For example,
when humans learn to play the piano correctly, their finger expression tends to look more
natural [114]. Motor learning in primates is believed to involve the acquisition of skilled
behaviors due to the plasticity observed in motor maps, as there is no reorganization of
cortical structures during repetitive unskilled tasks that do not require learning [115]. There
are several mechanisms underlying motor map plasticity after motor learning [116], includ-
ing changes in protein synthesis [117], dendritic remodeling [118], synapse formation [119],
synaptic efficacy [120], and these can alter synaptic weight between pyramidal neurons
and change representational boundaries [121,122]. Furthermore, the enhancement of minor
but non-intersecting CST fragments could facilitate functional recuperation post-SCI. In
humans, ipsilateral CST can provide functional adaptation to the acute dysfunction of
contralateral corticospinal connections [123]. Additionally, brain imaging and reversible
drug therapy following cervical corticospinal transection in primates demonstrated that
dexterity recovery involves the activation of the bilateral motor cortex, but during chronic
illness, it was discovered that the contralateral area was moved during the initial recov-
ery [124]. Another possibility for restoring corticospinal input after SCI is the emergence
of corticospinal collaterals on the reticulospinal nucleus of the brainstem [125] This can
mediate functional recovery by bilaterally accessing the spinal cord circuitry caudal to
the injury via the cortico-reticular-intrinsic spinal cord relay [51,126]. Species that have
evolved from primitive protostomes to humans use the neural circuits in their spine to
initiate lower limb movements [127,128]. These spinal circuits are surprisingly plastic and
have been shown in the literature to remodel in a functionally significant way when some
or all of the descending input is lost [129]. There is also evidence for the proposed use
of new technologies and techniques, such as deep brain stimulation of midbrain motor
centers (mesencephalic motor cortex), as therapeutic strategies to restore motor function
after SCIs or stroke provoking plastic changes. Very promising results have been obtained
in rodent models with a >80% spinal cord transection, and this technique resulted in acutely
functional hindlimb walking and swimming movements [130,131]. The use of stem cell-
based regenerative therapy is an innovative approach to inducing a new type of plasticity,
which can be produced through SCIs. Both clinical and preclinical studies have reported
significant therapeutic effects in both acute and subacute settings utilizing different cell
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types, including neural stem/progenitor cells, mesenchymal stem cells, and olfactory cap-
sule cells. Multiple therapeutic mechanisms have been explained by researchers, such
as transplanted cell-mediated neuronal replacement, remyelination, and trophic support,
which further induce tissue preservation and enhance neuronal plasticity [132,133]. Typical
beneficial effects of rehabilitation in stem cell therapy include the neuroprotection of host
tissues [134,135], induction of cell differentiation into neurons and oligodendrocytes in
grafts [136,137], regeneration of neurons and axons [138,139], and reorganization of the
lumbar circuit [136,137,140,141], all of which enhance functional recovery and positive plas-
tic changes. However, the use of this regenerative therapy remains medically controversial
due to various concerns regarding side effects, such as fever, infection, sensory impairment,
and muscle weakness [142], and the risk of tumor formation from embryonic and induced
pluripotent stem cell-derived cells [143,144].

This scoping review had several strengths. It is based on evidence from only human
SCI populations and randomized controlled trial studies with medium to large sample
sizes. It includes an analysis of the neural reorganization during rehabilitation in SCI
patients as well as some tests to detect evoked potentials. We have also identified data gaps
in many areas, hopefully providing information for future research.

The main limitation of the present study is that few papers met the inclusion criteria,
as we included only nine articles that explored brain plasticity in patients with SCI and
its influence on the rehabilitation process, and only three of them focused on the cortical
sensory-motor plasticity aspect. This, besides the heterogenous methodology and samples,
prevents us from drawing robust evidence on this important topic. Three databases
were also used and the articles were restricted by date, so it is possible that important
evidence was omitted. Furthermore, the sample sizes varied, as some were large and
some were small, and the parameters measured were different. Doctors, psychiatrists,
neuropsychologists, and clinical researchers in the field of rehabilitation need to consider
the potential and ability of our brain to reorganize itself by investigating new neural
pathways and effective therapeutic routes to ensure rapid functional recovery and an
adequate quality of life in these patients.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, this review displays that SCI patients may experience plastic changes
either spontaneously or as a result of specific neurorehabilitation training, which may
lead to positive outcomes in functional recovery. Evidence from both traumatic and
non-traumatic SCIs suggest that the adult CNS undergoes plasticity through various
events. This is supported by clinical and experimental evidence. Furthermore, efficacy-
based, pharmacological, and genetic approaches, alone or in combination, are increasingly
effective in promoting plasticity. These results provide a good indication of whether it is
possible to prevent unfavorable plasticity and at the same time promote beneficial changes,
what type of post-injury training is most beneficial and when it is beneficial, why training
interacts with untrained function, and how many pharmacological and genetic modification
approaches can be used, at what doses, and in what combination they should be applied.
Given the few studies included in our work, the conclusions that can currently be drawn
are preliminary, and the current evidence requires further investigations especially in the
areas previously mentioned, particularly in terms of when they should be administered
and which combinations work synergistically.
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